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Factory Remotes For Cars

City Lock of Boulder Colorado and citylockusa.com now are happy to offer OE Remotes for
many domestic and imports autos.

(PRWEB) April 10, 2005 -- citylockusa.com has been offering security products on the web since 2000, and
their brick-n-mortar store since 1979, under the same management. The goal of citylockusa.comis to fill in the
void, for people who do not have a trusted, competant commercial locksmith to serve their needs, in their
community.

Today,citylockusa.com is happy to announce that they are offering replacement remotes for many makes and
models of cars, even ones the dealer does not have.

All remotes, unless specifically designated, are brand new, unused, original equipment ( O.E.M. ) product for
that vehicle. Most remotes do not need special programming scan tools, though that is sometimes an option, if
the OBP ( on-board programming ) feature in a car will not activate. Each remote will include instructions for
programming. Youneed not search the web, and get conflicting instruction, or info that is outdated.

Replacing a remote with the correct replacement is easy, if our steps are followed. There are a lot of numbers on
back of remote, but the same data can be on 3-5 different models! If your car has a trunk, you definitely want
the new remote to not just unlock the door, but the trunk also. So citylockusa.com is working on inserting actual
images of each different remote on their ecommerce site. All you need do, is match those numbers, match the
image to your old remote, and you got a 99% likelyhood of getting it right. In the event that the wrong remote is
ordered, or citylockusa.com fills the order wrong, they will make it right! So, not only can you get transponder
keys shipped to you, by sending in a worn out or broken one, along with your VIN number, now you can get
remotes as well!

Citylockusa.com understands that everyone has a website, and wants to sell what is on it. Customers looking for
things, may not want what they find. Consider citylockusa.com as your personal locksmith. Virtually any
security / access item desired. can be added to the citylockusa.com e-commerce site within one day. Ask for
details.
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Contact Information
Jeffrey Rosen
CITYLOCKUSA.COM
http://citylockusa.com
303-444-4407

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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